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ABSTRACT. lioKonaiu'u niivos of an osi'illator witli an e\tei‘nal syrichioniHing iilaf- 
tii otnobivo loire (uijailile of delinoatmp; tlio featui'es of hystoruBis oftect boen doLerinint'd 
ox|>erimontttlly with iho liclp of a diffoi'onl^ uil ajifllysoi', Thoorotwa,] rcsonaiu-n mirvoB of an 
OHcdlator with a Iiroak-point non-lineanty aro deduced and comimroil cx])crirnontRl cui ven.
Pi'om the cxpeiainontal ciirveH the range of liyalereHiH ik detcmiinoil.
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Rosoiiaiuc. curves of an oscillator with an external syuchroniHing electro- 
niotivo force have been studied both theoretically and experimentally by many 
workers (Appleton, 1922; Appleton and Van der Pol, 1922; Golz, 1922, Van 
der Pol, 1927, 1934; Andronov and AVitl, 1930; Gapanov, 1935; Tucker, 1946; 
Cartwright, 1948; Gillies, 1949, 1954). However, the experimental measurements 
made by previous workers were only adequate to verify portions of the resonance 
(uirves obtained theoretically. Some important details of these theoretical curves 
have remained yet to be verified. For instance, it follows from theoretical 
analysis that the resonance curves of an oscillator obeying Van der Pol equation 
should show hysteresis over a range of synchronising voltages on the ‘border 
line between strong and weak signals’ (Cartwright, 1948), the exact range suggested 
by different authors being different. Nevertheless, as far as the present author 
is aware, the hysteresis effect has not been experimentally obtained by any 
worker. This is possibly due to the fact that the hysteresis occurs for values of 
parameters which are very close together and it is difficult to provide such close 
variation of the parameters in a determined way on an experimental oscillator. 
On a differential analyser, however, an oscillator may be easily realised of which 
the describing differential equation is definite and the parameters admit of accurate 
control. The resonance curves of the oscillator may thus be obtained with the 
help of a differential analyser in greater detail than is otherwise possible.
The work, described in the present paper, was first concerned with the Van 
der Pol oscillator and the experimental resonance curves were obtained on a 
differential analyser. Hysteresis effect was found to exist in these curves but the 
range was too small to be determined exactly. Moreover, a very accurate realisa-
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lion of the cubic non-linearity of Van der Pol equation is difficult. The study 
was therefore extended to an oscillator which is stabilised by a break-point 
non-linearity, easily representable on the analyser and for which the range of 
hysteresis is wider, The theoretical resonance curves of this type of oscillator 
are not available and hence these have also been calculated.
2. T H E 0 R E T I A L R E S O N A N C E  C U R V S OF  AN 
O S C I L L A T O R  W I T H  A N  E X T E I I N A J .
E L E C T R O M O T r V E F O R C E
The differential equation describing an oscillator with an external electro­
motive force can be written as
x-{-fiLf{x, x)-\-(3iQ^x =  E  sin (1)
where fif{x, a;) represents the non-linearity in the oscillator.
The solution of the above equation for small values of may be assumed 
to be given by
a; =  .4 sill ... (2)
where A  and (j> are functions of time.
Differentiating (2)
X =  cos sin cos(tOi«+0) ... (3)
Differentiating again and keeping only the first order terms (terms involving 
A , ^  ov A  0 are neglected).
X =  — b i^ A  sin (oii«-l-0)+2ci)i4 cos sin (4)
Substituting for x, x  and x  in Eqn. (1) from Eqns. (4), (3) and (2) respectively and 
retaining the first order terms only
(wq^ — sin (6)i<+^)+2ci)ii4 cos 2coi4^ sm{ci)i<+0)
=  ^  sin biit—/if{A  sin bi^A cos {bi^t-\-(j>)}. ... (5)
Now, sin cos +0 )} may be written as
/if{A  sin {bijt-\-</>), bi^A cos — g cos {bijt-{-(/>)-\-h sin (Qif+0) ... (6)
-|- terms involving harmonics of coj. 
where
Btt —
J/ =  - f /^ f{A- sin(G)ii+0), ci)i4 cos(o)if+0)} cos ... (7)'
7T J 
0
and
STT
^ sin ti>i4 cos (ojif+0)} sin ...
7T J
(8)
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Equtbtiiig the eo-efficients of coa(ci>^H'0) and ain on the two sides of
Eqn. (5)
tiiA4> = h  h -  ^  CO8 0.
... (9)
... flO)
For periodic oscillations, the equilibrium values of A and 0 are obtained on 
putting A —0,0  — 0 in Equs. (9) and (10).
Thus,
— (7 — A’sin0. ... (11)
h ~  -  cOq*®) +  ^cos 0. ... (12)
Oh eliminating 0
-  |/t -  ( V c o o V ?  +  </"■ (13)
Eqn. (13) gives the amplitudes of periodic oscillations for different excitations 
and detuning The plots of or normalised values of A^ against 
are referred to as the resonance curves of the oscillator.
Resonant Ovrves of the Van der Pol Oscillator 
For the Van der Pol oscillator.
fif(x, x) =  c x^—ax.
Hence
jy =   ^ c — a J o^A .
h ==^0
On substituting in Eqn. (13)
— [(o)j2 — (0o^ ).<41“ -|- ctOiM® — a)j J
Putting =  “ iX  =  p, " jL t  “ «! =  <r, =  F
3c ^ 0
(14)
(15a)
(15b)
(16)
pi[a^ +  (1 -  P^ )^ ] (17)
In the resonance curves shown in figure 1, p® is plotted against o* with 
as parameter. Since the plots are symmetrical about tr, the portions for positive 
values of c  are only show . ,
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' I t  is bbserved that for low values of the resonance curves have two 
and there are three values of /o* for low values of a. With increase in b^he tWt) 
branches approach each other and meet on the (t =  0 axis for F^ ^  with 
further increase in F^ the curve opens out but continues to have triple value of 
for some values of tr till F^ =  For larger values of F* the resonance 
i^urves are single-valued.
The equilibrium values of as given by Eqn. (17) are not all necessarily stable. 
The stability can be judged on considering the ^ singularities of the order 
differential equation, (Andronov and Witt, 1930) which may be deriv)^, from 
Eqns (9) and (10) as
— n -  ,I)p--Fein 0=  p
crp ~  F  cos ^ (18)
The singularities of this equation are of the form shown in figure 
equatiotis for the critical lines are given by
The
Fig. 1(a). Theoretioal resonance curves of Van der Pol oscillator.
(i) =  i
(ii) p^ = <r
(iii) c r * = - ( l - /o “)(l-3p»)
(line A B)
(line C D) 
(Curve E F Q),
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Fip. 1(b) Theoroticftl I'esonanca curves of Van der Pol OHcilUilor 
showing the region of hysteresis.
Jlvideiitly in the regions where the singularities are of the nature of saddles, 
unstable noiies or unstable spirals, the values of p® given by the resonance curves 
represent unstable equilibrium. Now. when a periodic solution becomes unstable, 
the oscillator will execute the other stable periodic oscillation, if there beany 
in the region. In regions where no periodic stable oscillation is possible, the 
oscillator will exeimte the other possible oscillation which has been called the 
quasi-periodic oscillation In that case A and 0 do not become zero but vary 
periodically giving rise to a limit cycle m the A —0 plane.
On the basis of the above considerations, the transformation from periodic 
to quasi-periodic oscillation or vice versa can be readily predicted. The p^—<r 
plane can bo divided into three regions characterised by the different ways in 
which the transformation from periodic to quasi-periodic oscillation or vice versa 
takes place.
(i) Region extending from == 8/27 upwards ; For such values of 
the periodic oscillation becomes unstable on AB. Hence as <r is varied from lower 
to higher values the periodic oscillation continues following the resonajice curve 
till it reaches the line AB. Quasi-periodic oscillatioiis will thereafter be excited, 
i-e., a limit cycle will appear round the unstable focus which will continue for 
higher values of c; the r.m.s. value of the amplitude will gradually increase to the 
free oscillation value. The curves will be reversible,
(ii) Region extending from =  4/27 dowmvards : In this case the trans­
formation will take place on the upper part of the curve E F Q\ the limit cycle 
will transform to a separatrix through the double singularity. The resonance 
curves, again will be reversible.
(iii) Region extending from F^ =  4/27 to F® =  8/27 : The transformation 
from periodic to quasi-periodic oscillation or vice versa cannot be so readily
predicted in this oatie. For values of F® ^  9/32, for which the resonance curves 
cut the upper part of the curve ^FG  at a lower value of tr than that for the lowe ■ 
part, the limit cycle is expecterl to penetrate the curve JlFG and traiisformatioii 
will take place on A B. The response curve w'ill show' hysteresis. As tr is decreased 
the r m.s. amplitude of ((uasi-pepodic oscillation will gradually decrease and the 
oscillation transforms to p^ri,odic oscillation on AB. With further decrease in 
(T, the amplitude will follow the resonance curve till it cuts the lower part of 
EFG. At this point it will jump to the higher stable value. For further reduc­
tion of <T it will again follow the resonance curve. When a is increased from lower 
to higher values the aip^litude of oscillation follows the resonance curve till it 
meets the upper part of EFG. At this point the amplitude jumps to the lowe. 
stable value. It'w ill bo seen that this downward jump occurs for a value of 
(T higher than that for which the upward jump occurs for the reverse variation of
(T.
For values of F'^  lower than 9/32, however, the ti ansformation can not bo 
definitely predicted The point, of transformation shift suddenly from AB  
to the upper part of EFG for F^ <  9/32. In t hat case the hysteresis effect will 
be exhibited only in the periodic oscillations. The range of hysteresis will extend 
from F* — 9/32 to F'^  8/27 (Gapanov, 1935). I t  has been suggested by Cartw­
right (1948) that this discontinuous behaviour on the two sides ofF-* — 9/32 is 
improbable and that the quasi-periodic oscillation will continue to transform 
to periodic oscillation on AB  upto F'-^  — 1/4 as in the above case Then the trans­
formation point will gradually move up i.e, the limit cycle instead of vanishing 
through a focus will vanish through a saddle point. However, this transforinatiou 
point will move up to the upper part of FFG before F  ^ ^  4/27 If this suggestion 
IS correct, the response curve will show jumps from lower periodic oscillations to 
ujiper periodic oscillations in the region 1/4 ^  F^ ^  9/32 and from loM'cr quasi- 
periodic to upper periodic oscillation in the region 4/27 ^  F^ ^  1/^ down­
ward jumps will be from ii i^per periodii; oscillation to lower quasi-periodic oscil­
lation. The region of hysteresis will extend from F “ — 4 / 2 7 to F^ — 8/27, 
<5 being an undetermined positive number.
Alternatively it has been suggesterl by Gillies (1954) that the transformation 
will continue to take place on the upper part of the curve EFG even for F “ >  
1/4. But in between F^ =  1/4 and F-* =  9/32, there will be some value of F* 
for which the limit cycle passes through a second order singularity^on the upper 
part of EFG, but instead of degenerating to a separatix when the singular points 
separate, a new limit cycle will appear which will continue to exist shrinking up 
roui^d the unstable focue to vanish on AB. For larger values of F^ the second 
order singularity appears outside the limit cycle and the latter therefore will 
continue to exist upto AB  when it vanishes to a focus. Accordingly hysteresis 
should extend from F® 1/4-h^ to F* =  8/27. Numerical integrations performed 
by Gillies seem to indicate that 1/108.
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A proper experimental determination of the range of hysteresis is also not easy 
in this case, since the range is v^ry smalJ. For’example, for a — O.l, =  1 
the hysteresis range for as given by the three solutions ate (J) .053—.0545, 
(Gapanov), (2) .050—<5—.0545 (Cartwright), (3) .050+(5—.0545 (Gillies). Thus 
a decision can be reached only wTien the experimental accuracy, is, of the order 
of I in 1000; this is difficult to be att/ained on an electronic differential analyser.
Reaommee, Curves of an Oacillator Stabilised Ify Break^point Non-linearity 
We next consider an oscillator for which
, pf(3^i,x) =fj{x)r-ax
f^{x) =  x—Eq, for X > Ef^
—0, for - E q < X <  Eq
~-x-^Eq, for — Eq >  X
This non-linearity has been called the break-point nou-linearity and is shown 
graphically in figure 2. Jt may be mentioned that the operating conditions of a
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Fig. 2. Tho break-point non-Imoarity,
practical oscillator are such that this type of non-linearity is nearer to the actual 
conditions than the cubic non-linearity.
In this case, from Eqiis. (7) and (8),
— tiiAa, for uy^ A < Eq
... (18)
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Substituting those values of g and h in Eqn. (13) and putting
^0
=r [ a  -  -  COB-11  ?. 1 J i  _  1 1  * 4 . o- s^  for /o* >  1
L ^ P b  ^  P b ^  P b ^^ ... (1ft)
=  a*+«rj», for pft <  1
In contrast to the previous case normalised (with respect to a) plots of the 
resonance curves cannot be given. Plots for the partidular value of a =: O.i 
are shown in Bgure 3.
Fig. 3(a). Theoretical reaoaarice curves of an. oscillator ivith break-point non-linoanty.
Fig. 3(b). Theoretical resonance cui ves of an oscillator with break-point non-linearity 
showing the region of hysteresis.
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The general oharacteriaticB of the curves are similar to those of figure. 1. 
For e <  0.1, there are three values of for low values of while for e >  0.198 
there is only one value of for any value of cr^ . For intermediate values of e 
there are three values of p  ^ for some intermediate values of <r^ .
The equations for the critical lines separating the plane into different
regions characterised by different types of singularities are
(i)
(ii)
Pt
(line ^.8)
-.(Tft. (curve CD)
(iii) c„«-1 )* .,.(  I - ) ’
(Curve EFG)
The reversible transformations from periodic to quasi-periodic oscillation or 
vice versa on the upper part of EFG occur for e <  0.139 and on AB  for c >
0.1985. The range of hysteresis according to Cartwright’s solution should extend 
from e =  0.139— to e =  0.1985; according to that of Gillies from 0.139+5 
to e =  0.1958; and according to that of Gapanov from c ™ 0.184 to e=0.1985. I t 
is observed that the range of hysteresis for this oscillator is wider than in the case 
of the van der Pol oscillator for the same value of initial damping (a =  0.1). 
The study of the resonance curves of this oscillator is thus expected to yield more 
definite, results.
3. E X P E R I M E N T A L  A R R A N Cl E M E N T
The set up of the differential analyser for solving Eqn. (1) is shown in figure 
4. The solution x appears at A  and x at B. The sinusoidal synchronising voltage
---- II----
i  .....
J
-- "---
b J
[ ^ i J
-
4. Set up of the differential analyser for solving t.he equation; 
»+/(»)—^**+«o* aj =  JB sin Wj t.
is supplied by an oscillator, stabilised by biased diodes, set on the analyser. 
Different values of tr are set by adjusting the frequency of the synchronising 
voltage which can be varied accurately by amounts as small as 0.01 per cent. 
The mean square amplitude of x  is measured by a thermocouple in conjunction
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5(a). Exi:)enmental raaonance curves of Van det Pol oscillator.
Fig. 5(b), Experimental I'esonance curves of Van dor Pol oscillator 
showing the region of hysteresis.
with a d.c. inillivoltmeter. The oscillator frequency is so chosen that the thermal 
inertia of the heater element of the thermocouple is large enough to give the 
average value. I t may be noted that the apcuracy of the differential analyser 
as obtained by test solutions is better than 1%.
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4. E X P E U I  M E N T A L  R E S U L T S
The experimental plots of the resonance curves of the van der Pol oscillator 
are shown in Figure 5 and those for the oscillator with break-point non-linearity 
for a — O.l in figure, fi.
Figures. 5(a) and 6(a) indicate very close qualitative agreement between the 
experimental aud the theoretical curves. The reversible transformations from 
periodic to quasi-periodic oscillation or vice versa on the upper part of the curves 
EFG for low values of F and p and on the line A B for high values of F and c are 
clearly shown
Pig. 6 (h ). Experimental resonance curves of an oscillator with break-poinl non linearity.
The detailed resonajico curves shown in figures 5(b) and 6(b) show that 
hysteresis effect occurs in both the cases. The range of hysteresis of Van der 
Pol oscillator being comparatively narrow, detailed examination of the resonance 
ciirVes in the hysteresis region is almost ruled out. But the curves for the oscil­
lator with break-point non-linearity show all the details expected theoretically. 
The jump from low values of periodic oscillation to high values or vice versa is 
shown within the range 0.184 <  e ^  0,194. I t  is further observed that hj^steresis 
is obtained upto e — 0.180. In the region 0.180 <  c ^  0.184, the upward jump 
continues to be from low periodic to high periodic oscillation, while the downu^ard 
jump occurs from high periodic to low quasi-periodic oscillation. Jump from low 
quasi-periodic oscillation to high periodic oscillation as suggested by Cartwright 
has not been observed. The range of hysteresis extends from 0.196 to values of
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fi (Ipfiiniely greatci- than 0.178 and loss than 0.184 and agrees more closely with 
GjUios’k solution. However, the mechanism of shift of the transformation point 
fiom the line AB  to the upper part of BFOl appears to he different. Previous 
thoorotical analyses indicated that with decrease in tr^ ,, the limit cycle should alway.s 
shrink. Experimental curves show, however, that for e >  0 198 the limit cycles 
shrink with decrease in rrj, to vanish through a focus. But for values of e <  0.180 
the limit cycle at lirst shrinks and then expands to vanish through a separatrix 
on the upper part of BFG.
Kig, Iflxporimoiitul resonanoe uurvos of on oscillalor wilh br(^ak-i)Oint non-
litioaiity showing 1.ho region of liysieroisiH
5. C O N C L U S I O N
The experimental resonance curves obtained by a differential analyser agree 
very closely with the theoretical curves obtained by Van der Pol’s method. 
The hysteresis phenomenon is clearly shown by the experimental curves. The 
range of hysteresis is found to be in good accord with the solution due to Gillies. 
In the oscillator with break-point non-linearity, the (j^uasi-periodic oscillation in 
the border region shows a minima in ampUtudeH,
A C K N 0 W J. E D G M E N T
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The author ie indebted to Professor J .  N, Bhar, D.iSc., F.N.T., for lus constant 
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